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The magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability of negative central magnetic shear toroidal equilibria
with q.2 everywhere andebpol@1 is investigated. Here,q is the safety factor of the equilibrium
magnetic field in a torus with inverse aspect ratioe, andbpol is the ratio of the plasma pressure to
the pressure in the poloidal magnetic field. At smallebpol!1, the elimination of theq52 resonant
surface in a negative shear equilibrium greatly improves resistive MHD stability as compared to
equilibria with a monotonicq-profile containing aq52 resonant surface. However, at large
ebpol@1, the reversal of the central magnetic shear and the elimination of theq52 resonant surface
does not improve MHD stability. The existence, or non-existence, of rational magnetic surfaces has
no impact on MHD stability whenebpol@1. Altering the current profile, and with it the
q-profile, does not affect MHD stability whenebpol is no longer small. Stability is not improved by
vertical elongation of the plasma in the poloidal plane. The utilization of an external vertical
magnetic field to move the magnetic axis in major radius also does not improve MHD stability.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!04108-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High pressure tokamak equilibria withebpol@1 are
very different from low pressure equilibria withebpol,1.
Here, the poloidal betabpol is the ratio of the plasma pres
sure to the pressure in the poloidal magnetic field, and
inverse aspect ratioe5a/R0 for a torus with major radius
R0 and minor radiusa. In anebpol@1 plasma bounded by
conducting wall, there is a large outward shift of the ma
netic axis in major radius. The equilibrium flux functionc is
characterized by two asymptotic regions:1 a core region on
the small major radius side of the shifted magnetic axis
which c is solely a function of the major radial coordina
R, and a narrow boundary layer near the conducting wal

In order for the tokamak to become an efficient, ec
nomic, and practical fusion reactor, operation at highb is
very desirable. Therefore, the stability of these highebpol

equilibria is an important issue. Ideal ballooning modes h
been found to be stable in large aspect ratio (e→0) toroidal
equilibria with ebpol@1, but with the toroidal beta
b tor!1.2 In a previous paper3 I investigated the resistive
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability of high ebpol equi-
libria in a torus with a square conducting wall, including t
effect of both the equilibrium current gradient and press
gradient. Theseebpol@1 equilibria had a monotonically in
creasing safety factor profile in which the safety factor at
magnetic axisq0 was equal to unity. The principal results o
this previous numerical study are as follows.~1! There is no
‘‘second stability regime’’ for MHD modes when
ebpol@1. MHD modes become extremely unstable
ebpol becomes much larger than unity.~2! As the resistivity
of the plasma decreases in largeebpol@1 equilibria, the
growth rate of the mode remains large and is virtually ind
pendent of the magnitude of the resistivity.~3! A broad spec-
trum of toroidal mode numbersn is violently unstable at
large ebpol@1, including modes withn@1. ~4! These
Phys. Plasmas 4 (8), August 1997 1070-664X/97/4(8)/2899/
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modes grow very rapidly, with a very short exponent
growth time of the order of the Alfve´n time.

Several recent tokamak experiments4,5 have demon-
strated greatly improved particle and energy confinem
when the magnetic shears in the core of the discharge i
reversed in sign. Here, the magnetic she
s[d(ln q)/d(ln r), whereq(r ) is the safety factor profile in
the minor radial coordinater . Typically in these experi-
ments, the safety factor profileq is peaked at the magneti
axis and decreases with distance from the magnetic axis
it reaches a minimum valueqmin . The safety factor profile
q then increases in a normal fashion towards the wall. U
ally, the minimum value ofq is larger than two so that the
q52 resonant surface is not in the plasma. A highb tokamak
with the enhanced confinement produced by reversing
magnetic shear would make an attractive fusion reac
Therefore, the effect of negative central magnetic shear
the MHD stability of highb equilibria is a matter of impor-
tance. MHD analyses of negative central magnetic sh
equilibria have found that reversing the shear results in so
improvement in marginal ideal MHD stability6–8 and a re-
duction in the growth of resistive tearing modes.7 However,
the effect of negative magnetic shear onebpol@1 equilibria
has not been studied; the magnitude of the pressure use
prior analyses has not been large enough to access thi
gime. Thus, whether reversing the central magnetic sh
improves MHD stability at largeebpol@1 has been un-
known.

In this paper the resistive MHD stability of negative ce
tral magnetic shear, highebpol@1 equilibria is studied in a
torus with a conducting wall with a rectangular poloid
cross-section. The principal results of this numerical stu
are as follows.~1! The existence, or non-existence, of a r
tional magnetic surface has no impact on MHD stabil
whenebpol@1. Altering the current profile, and with it the
q-profile, does not affect MHD stability whenebpol is no
28998/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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longer small.~2! At low bpol the removal of theq52 sur-
face from the plasma eliminates the growingm52/n51 re-
sistive kink ~tearing! mode, wherem is the poloidal mode
number, leaving a more weakly growingm53/n51 mode.
However, asebpol approaches unity, many MHD modes b
come unstable and the growth rate of these modes incre
asebpol becomes larger than unity. Whenebpol@1, there is
no significant difference in the MHD stability of negativ
shear equilibria without aq52 surface and equilibria with
monotonicq-profiles containing aq52 surface. Both types
of equilibria are violently unstable to a broad spectrum
rapidly growing MHD modes, including modes withn@1,
with a very short exponential growth time of the order of t
Alfvén time.~3! The elongation of the poloidal cross-sectio
in the vertical direction does not improve the MHD stabili
of ebpol@1 negative shear equilibria.~4! The utilization of
an external vertical magnetic field to move the magnetic a
inward in major radius also does not improve the MHD s
bility of ebpol@1 negative shear equilibria.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An e
ample of a highb, negative central magnetic shear tokam
equilibrium with ebpol@1 and q.2 everywhere is pre-
sented in Sec. II. The MHD stability of these equilibria
discussed in Sec. III. The stability of negative shear equi
ria without aq52 resonant surface in the plasma is co
pared to that of equilibria with monotonically increasin
q-profiles containing aq52 resonant surface. The function
dependence of the growth rate on the magnitude of
plasma resistivity and on the toroidal mode numbern of the
perturbation is investigated. In Sec. IV the effect on stabi
of varying the poloidal cross-section from a square to a re
angle elongated in the vertical direction is considered. T
utilization of an external vertical magnetic field to alter t
equilibrium position of the magnetic axis is investigated
Sec. V. The results are discussed in Sec. VI.

II. NEGATIVE CENTRAL MAGNETIC SHEAR
EQUILIBRIA

Axisymmetric negative central magnetic shear equilib
are obtained by solving the two-dimensional MHD equatio
dynamically. A discussion of the method of solution, a
definitions of the normalized variables used in the MH
equations, is given in Ref. 3. The poloidal fluxc is initially
given by

c5A f~x/aR! f ~z/az!, ~1!

where x5R2R0 is the distance from the center of th
plasma column along the major axis,aR is the half-width of
the rectangular cross-section in the direction of the ma
radiusR, andaz is the half-width of the rectangular cros
section in the vertical directionz. The functionf (y) is de-
fined as

f ~y!5E
21

y F11k
~u/b!2

11~u/b!4G udu

~11au2l !1/l , ~2!

wherea[@( q̄ /q0) l 21#, q̄ , andl are parameters3 andq0 is
the safety factor at the magnetic axis. The parameterA in Eq.
~1! is given by A[aRazRBf /@R0q0f (0)#. The parameters
2900 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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k and b in Eq. ~2! determine the extent to which the ma
netic shear is reversed near the magnetic axis; the magn
of the reversal in the safety factor profile increases withk
while the distance from the magnetic axis over which t
shear is reversed increases withb. The pressure is given by
flux function: P5Pmaxg(c)/g(1), where
g(c)5exp(c4)21, and the normalized fluxc51 at the mag-
netic axis andc50 at the wall ~separatrix!. In all of the
numerical results which follow, the major radiusR053 and
the geometric minor half-widtha[(aRaz)

1/251. Thus, the
inverse aspect ratioe[a/R051/3. The safety factor profile

is initially specified byq054.0, q̄54.5, l 54, k52.0, and
b50.4. The mass density is uniform;r51. Let Dc denote
the total amount of poloidal magnetic flux in the equilibrium
The ratio of the plasma pressure to the pressure in the po
dal magnetic field is defined asbpol[Pmax/(Dc/aR0)2.
Equilibria with different bpol are obtained by varying the
maximum pressurePmax. The number of grid points re
tained in the simulations has been varied to ensure that
numerical results are insensitive to this number.

An example of a negative central magnetic shear, la
ebpol equilibria obtained by dynamic relaxation is shown
Fig. 1. Figure 1~a! is a plot of contours of constant fluxc in
the (R,z) plane for an equilibrium plasma bounded by
square conducting wall withebpol510.6(bpol531.8). As
the system settles into equilibrium, the magnetic axis, wh
was initially centered at (R5R053,z50), shifts outward in
major radius. A plot of constant pressure contours in t
equilibrium is shown in Fig. 1~b!. Profiles of the safety facto
q ~solid line! and the pressure~dashed line! through the mid-
planez50 are shown in Fig. 1~c!. The safety factorq ap-
proaches infinity at the bounding wall; the boundary is
magnetic separatrix, like the separatrix in a tokamak wit
divertor. The safety factor profile is slightly jittery near th
magnetic axis atR53.70 ~whereq054.0). The reason for
this artificial numerical result is that flux surfaces near t
magnetic axis encompass only a few grid points in the
merical simulation. As the magnetic field lines wander b
tween grid points, a linear extrapolation of the magnitude
the magnetic field between grid points is used in calculat
q. When the value of the safety factor changes rapidly w
distance from the magnetic axis, as is the case for this
verse central shear equilibrium, then linear extrapolation
poor approximation to the magnitude of the magnetic fie
The minimum value ofq is 2.2 in this equilibrium. Thus, the
results in Fig. 1~c! demonstrate that the central magne
shear is reversed in thisebpol510.6 equilibrium, and that
the safety factorq is larger than two everywhere. In th
normalized units defined in Ref. 3, the total toroidal plas
currentI p is given byI p /aBf050.18, whereBf0 is the mag-
nitude of the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the cen
(x50,z50) of the column. The toroidalb, averaged over
flux surfaces withP(c)>0.1Pmax, is ^b tor&510%. Note
from Fig. 1~a! and Fig. 1~b! that both the flux and the pres
sure at the small major radius side of the magnetic axis
nearly independent ofz, and are solely functions of the majo
radiusR.
Robert G. Kleva
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III. NEGATIVE CENTRAL MAGNETIC SHEAR
STABILITY

The MHD stability of two-dimensional toroidal equilib
ria with negative central magnetic shear to three-dimensio
perturbations is obtained by solving the linearized MH
equations.3 The circles in Fig. 2 are a plot of the growth ra
of a perturbation with toroidal mode numbern51 in nega-
tive shear equilibria characterized by aq-profile with q on
axisq054.0 and with a minimum valueqmin52.2, as a func-
tion of ebpol , when h5m5131024. The bounding con-
ducting wall is square (aR5az51). The equilibrium for
ebpol510.6 is shown in Fig. 1. Whenebpol!1, the growth
rate, normalized to the Alfve´n time tA[a/VA whereVA is
the Alfvén velocity,3 is small. For a negative shear equilib
rium with q.2 and ebpol53.031023, the growth rate is
only 931025. However, asebpol increases towards unity
the growth rate increases rapidly. Whenebpol increases to
10.6, the growth rate rises to 631022; the exponential
growth time is only a little longer than ten Alfve´n times.

FIG. 1. Largeebpol , negative central magnetic shear equilibrium. Conto
of constant flux in anebpol510.6 equilibrium in the poloidal (R,z) plane
are plotted in~a!, and constant pressure contours are plotted in~b!. Profiles
of the safety factorq ~solid line! and the pressureP ~dashed line! through
the midplane (z50) are plotted in~c!.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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For comparison, the MHD stability of equilibria with
monotonicq-profile is also shown in Fig. 2. The growth ra
of an n51 perturbation in equilibria whereq increases
monotonically away from the magnetic axis (k50) is given
by the crosses in Fig. 2. Theq-profile is flat~shearless! in the
vicinity of the magnetic axis2 and q051.1. When
ebpol53.031023 the growth rate is 431023, more than 40
times larger than it is in the reverse shear equilibrium w
q.2 at the same value ofebpol . Thus, the elimination of
the q52 resonant surface and the reversal of the cen
magnetic shear leads to a large reduction in the resis
MHD growth rate in lowb equilibria with ebpol!1. How-
ever, whenebpol510.6, the growth rate of then51 mode in
the equilibrium with a monotonicq-profile differs only
slightly from that in the negative shear equilibrium. Ther
fore, the elimination of theq52 resonant surface and th
reversal of the central magnetic shear does not impr
MHD stability at largeebpol@1.

The structure of the growingn51 mode in the small
ebpol53.031023 equilibrium is shown in Fig. 3. Level con
tours of the real part of the pressure perturbation in the
loidal plane are plotted in this figure. Figure 3~a! shows the
structure of then51 mode in the negative shear equilibriu
with q.2. At small ebpol the structure of the pressure
characterized by three maxima and three minima in the
loidal plane. If one defines a poloidal angleu relative to the
magnetic axis, measured from the midplane atz50, then the
variation of the pressure withu is dominantly given by
cos(mu) with m53. Thus, the pressure at smallebpol has
the characteristicm53/n51 structure of lowb resistive
kink ~tearing! MHD modes which resonate with the equilib
rium magnetic field at theq53 resonant surface. For com
parison, the structure of then51 mode in the equilibrium
with a monotonicq-profile with q051.1 is shown in Fig.

FIG. 2. MHD stability. The growth rateg, normalized to the Alfve´n time, is
plotted as a function ofebpol on a log–log scale for equilibria with negativ
central magnetic shear andq.2 ~circles!, for equilibria with monotonically
increasingq-profiles withq051.1 ~crosses!, and for an equilibrium with an
extended region of negative shear~open triangle!.
2901Robert G. Kleva
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3~b!. There are two maxima and two minima in the poloid
plane; the mode is anm52/n51 resistive kink ~tearing!
mode which resonates with the equilibrium magnetic field
the q52 resonant surface. Reversing the central magn
shear and raisingq above two everywhere eliminates th
weakly growingm52/n51 resistive mode, leaving an eve
more weakly growingm53/n51 resistive mode. As the
plasma becomes hotter and the resistivity decreases,
growth rate becomes weaker yet.3

The physical picture is entirely different at larg
ebpol@1. The structure of then51 pressure perturbatio
whenebpol510.6 is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! is a plot of
the real part of the pressure in the negative shear equilibr
with q.2, while a corresponding plot of the pressure p
turbation in the equilibrium with a monotonicq-profile with
q051.1 is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The structure of the mode in
the two cases is similar. No evidence of the existence of
q52 resonant surface in the plasma, or the lack thereof,
be seen. And the growth rate of the mode in these two e
libria is nearly the same.

Extending the region over which the magnetic shea
negative does not improve MHD stability at largeebpol .
Figure 5 is a plot of theq-profile ~solid line! and the pressure
profile ~dashed line! for a negative shear equilibrium ident
cal to that shown in Fig. 1, except thatb50.75 instead of
0.4; increasingb increases the distance from the magne
axis over which the shear is negative. For the equilibri
shown in Fig. 5, virtually all of the plasma pressure is co
fined to the region of negative magnetic shear. The stab
of an n51 perturbation in this equilibrium is given by th
triangular point in Fig. 2. There is only a small change in t

FIG. 3. Mode structure at smallebpol . The real part of the pressure pertu
bation of the n51 mode is plotted for an equilibrium with
ebpol53.031023 and ~a! negative central magnetic shear withq.2, and
~b! a monotonicq-profile with q051.1.
2902 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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growth rate when the region of negative shear is extend
The very small decrease in the growth rate is probably du
the fact that the magnetic axis is shifted a little further o
ward toward the wall, fromRaxis53.70 toRaxis53.73. Since
the equilibrium gradients are shifted a little closer to t
wall, the stabilizing tendency of the wall becomes a lit
more effective, although nowhere near sufficient to ov

FIG. 4. Mode structure at largeebpol . The real part of the pressure pertu
bation of then51 mode is plotted for an equilibrium withebpol510.6 and
~a! negative central magnetic shear withq.2, and ~b! a monotonic
q-profile with q051.1.

FIG. 5. Equilibrium with an extended region of negative shear. The sa
factor profileq ~solid line! and the pressure profileP ~dashed line! through
the midplane (z50) are plotted.
Robert G. Kleva
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come the large source of instability provided by the equil
rium gradients in the pressure and the current.

Magnetohydrodynamic stability at largeebpol is not im-
proved by broadening the pressure profile. This has b
checked by generating an equilibrium in which the press
profile is flat at the magnetic axis; i.e.,dP/dc50. ~For the
the more peaked equilibrium pressure profile shown in F
1, dP/dcÞ0 at the magnetic axis.! Flattening the pressur
profile at the magnetic axis produces virtually no change
the growth rate of then51 mode at largeebpol .

All of the stability results presented thus far have be
for perturbations with toroidal mode numbern51. Figure 6
is a plot of the growth rate as a function of the toroidal mo
numbern of the perturbation, in the negative central ma
netic shear equilibrium withebpol510.6. As was found to
be the case forebpol@1 equilibria with a monotonic
q-profile and with aq52 resonant surface in the plasma,3 a
broad spectrum of toroidal mode numbers is unstable
modes withn.1 grow even more rapidly than then51
mode. Thus, again we see that whenebpol@1, the removal
of the q52 surface from the plasma and/or the reversal
the central magnetic shear does not improve the MHD
bility of the plasma.

The effect of the resistivity of the plasma on the grow
rate of MHD modes in a high pressure (ebpol510.6), nega-
tive central magnetic shear equilibrium is shown in Fig.
where the growth rate of then51 ~circles! and n510
~crosses! modes is plotted as a function of the Lundqu
numberS5h21. The growth rate of then51 mode is vir-
tually independent of the magnitude of the resistivity. T
growth rate of then510 mode, which has shorter scale sp
tial structures than then51 mode, has an extremely wea
dependence onS. Suppose that the scaling of the growth ra
of the n510 mode with S is given by a power law,
g;S2a. Then, fitting this power law to the two points wit
the largest values ofS in Fig. 7, one finds that the expone
a is only 0.07.

There are two sources of free energy which can dr
instabilities in MHD: the gradient in the pressure and t
gradient in the parallel~to the magnetic field! currentJi . In
the ballooning approximation, the parallel current is ignor

FIG. 6. Toroidal mode number. The growth rateg, normalized to the Alfve´n
time, is plotted for perturbations with toroidal mode numbern in a negative
shear equilibrium withebpol510.6.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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and only the pressure is retained as a source of instabilit
the parallel current in theebpol510.6 equilibrium is ne-
glected in the stability analysis of the largen520 mode, then
the growth rate of the mode decreases by 10%; the mod
dominantly driven by the equilibrium pressure gradient. A
though there is a small decrease in the growth rate, the la
n520 mode remains unstable in the ballooning approxim
tion. In contrast, the ideal ballooning mode was found to
stable inebpol@1 equilibria in Ref. 2. However, in addition
to the ballooning approximationsn→` and Ji50, several
other approximations are made in Ref. 2 to simplify t
analysis, none of which are made in the simulations repo
in this paper. Althoughbpol→`, only the b tor!1 limit is
treated in Ref. 2. As a result, the poloidal curvature is n
glected and the diamagnetic effect of the pressure on
toroidal magnetic field is also neglected. Furthermore, o
the large aspect ratioe→0 limit is treated in Ref. 2, and
effects of the order ofe1/2 are ignored. As a consequenc
among other approximations, the normal curvature of
toroidal magnetic field on the large major radius side of
magnetic axis where the pressure gradient is the large
neglected, in addition to the already neglected poloidal c
vature. Both the resistivity and the compressibility of t
plasma are also neglected in Ref. 2. None of the approxi
tions in Ref. 2 are made in the simulations reported in t
paper. The results in this paper are obtained by solving
fully compressible MHD equations, including the plasma
sistivity. In the ebpol510.6 toroidal equilibrium, the large
pressure digs a diamagnetic well in the toroidal magne
field and the toroidalb on axis isb tor530%. The inverse
aspect ratioe51/3 ande1/2'0.6, not a small number. And
all components of the equilibrium current and the magne
field, both toroidal and poloidal, are included in the calcu
tions.

IV. POLOIDAL CROSS-SECTION

Consider now the effect on stability of altering the sha
of the poloidal cross-section from a square to a rectan
elongated in the vertical direction. Suppose that the cro

FIG. 7. Resistivity dependence of the growth rate. The growth rateg, nor-
malized to the Alfve´n time, is plotted as a function of the Lundquist numb
S5h21 on a log–log scale for then51 mode~circles! and then510 mode
~crosses! in a negative shear equilibrium withebpol510.6.
2903Robert G. Kleva
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sectional areaA5(2az)(2aR) remains unchanged and equ
to four as the shape of the poloidal cross-section is var
Contour plots of the pressure for equilibria with two differe
values of the poloidal aspect ratioApol[az /aR are shown in
Figs. 1~b! and 8, for largeebpol510.6. As the cross-sectio
is elongated vertically, the outward shift of the magnetic a
towards the wall becomes smaller. For a square pla
cross-section withApol51, the magnetic axis is shifted ou
ward 70% of the distance from the center of the column
the wall. For a vertically elongated cross-section w
Apol52 the outward shift of the magnetic axis is reduced
55%, while for a vertically elongated plasma cross-sect
with Apol54 the magnetic axis is shifted outward on
36% of the distance from the center of the column to
wall. Concomitantly, the gradient in the pressure on the la
major radius side of the magnetic axis becomes shallowe
the plasma is elongated vertically. As the cross-section
elongated, the magnitude ofq on axis remains equal to 4.
and the minimum value ofq remains equal to 2.2.

The stability of MHD modes in the largeebpol510.6
equilibrium shown in Figs. 1 and 8 is presented in Fig
This figure is a plot of the growth rate of then51 ~circles!
andn510 ~crosses! modes as a function of the poloidal a
pect ratio. These results demonstrate that variation of
poloidal cross-section has virtually no impact on stability
large ebpol . MHD modes remain violently unstable, wit
only a minor change in the magnitude of the growth rate
the poloidal aspect ratio is changed. As the poloidal cro
section is elongated vertically, the equilibrium changes
two ways, with opposite consequences for stability. First,
equilibrium gradients on the large major radius side of
magnetic axis are somewhat reduced in magnitude, wh
reduces the source of the instability. At the same time
magnetic axis and the location of the equilibrium gradie
are moved further away from the conducting wall, whi

FIG. 8. Poloidal aspect ratio — equilibrium. Level contours of the press
are plotted for a vertically elongated negative shear equilibrium w
ebpol510.6 and poloidal aspect ratioApol54.
2904 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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reduces the stabilizing influence of the wall. The net resul
that variation of the poloidal aspect ratio has only a min
impact on stability. These results show that the cro
sectional shape of the wall does not have a strong effec
stability whenebpol@1; the stability is dominated by the
steep gradients in the equilibrium pressure and current
are the sources of free energy.

The structure of the unstablen51 mode in the poloidal
plane is shown in Fig. 4~a! and Fig. 10. Level contours of th
real part of the pressure perturbation are shown in these
ures. When the plasma column is elongated vertically,
mode structure is rather diffuse and the mode extends o
much of the equilibrium pressure profile. As the vertic

e

FIG. 9. Poloidal aspect ratio — stability. The growth rateg, normalized to
the Alfvén time, for then51 mode~circles! and then510 mode~crosses!
is plotted as a function of the poloidal aspect ratioApol on a linear-log scale.

FIG. 10. Poloidal aspect ratio—n51 mode structure. Level contours of th
real part of then51 pressure perturbation are plotted forApol54.
Robert G. Kleva
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elongation is reduced, the mode becomes more sharply
calized to the ever-increasing pressure gradient on the l
major radius side of the magnetic axis. The structure of
growing n510 mode is shown in Fig. 11. As the toroid
mode number increases, the modes become more localiz
the equilibrium gradient.

V. EXTERNAL VERTICAL MAGNETIC FIELD

The equilibrium position of the magnetic axis along t
major radius can be altered by the application of an exte
vertical magnetic fieldBz,ext . The introduction of a uniform
field pointing downward in thez-direction shifts the mag-
netic axis inward to smaller major radius, and creates a n
magnetic separatrix on the large major radius side of
magnetic axis. An equilibrium contour plot of constant pre
sure in the poloidal plane forebpol510.6 and for
Bz,ext520.06 is shown in Fig. 12. This equilibrium is ob
tained dynamically like that shown in Fig. 1, with the sam

FIG. 11. Poloidal aspect ratio —n510 mode structure. Level contours o
the real part of then510 pressure perturbation are plotted forApol5 ~a! 1,
and ~b! 4.

FIG. 12. External vertical magnetic field — equilibrium. Level contours
the pressure are plotted for a negative shear equilibrium withebpol510.6
andBz,ext520.06.
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initial c profile generating the same initial internal magne
field, but with an additional external fieldBz,ext . The pres-
sure profile is given by the same flux function as befo
P5Pmaxg(c2csep)/g(12csep), wherecsep is the value of
c on the separatrix andcsep50 whenBz,ext50; the pressure
is zero on the open flux surfaces formed outside the n
separatrix, but inside the wall. As2(Bz,ext) increases in
magnitude from zero to 0.03, the position of the magne
axis moves inward from 3.70 to 3.53. A further increase
2(Bz,ext) to 0.06 results in an additional inward shift t
Raxis53.20. The creation of a new magnetic separatrix
the large major radius side of the magnetic axis restricts
plasma to a smaller volume inside that separatrix. Since
pressure is a flux function, a comparison of the pressure
faces in Fig. 12 forBz,ext520.06 with those forBz,ext50 in
Fig. 1~b! shows that the flux surfaces on the large ma
radius side of the magnetic axis are more circular in sh
whenBz,ext520.06. Of course, the flux on the small majo
radius side of the magnetic axis is solely a function ofR in
both cases. The addition of the external vertical magn
field alters theq-profile, but the magnetic shear around t
magnetic axis is still negative andq remains above two ev
erywhere.

The effect of an external vertical magnetic field on MH
stability is shown in Fig. 13, where the growth rate of
n51 perturbation ~circles! and an n510 perturbation
~crosses! is plotted as a function ofBz,ext . As Bz,ext becomes
increasingly negative and the magnetic axis moves inwar
major radius, the growth rate of then51 mode increases
almost doubling as (2Bz,ext) increases from zero to 0.06
The growth rate of then510 mode also increases a
(2Bz,ext) increases, although the increase is not as grea
for the n51 mode. These results demonstrate that chang
the shape of the flux surfaces on the large major radius

FIG. 13. External vertical magnetic field — stability. The growth rateg,
normalized to the Alfve´n time, for then51 mode~circles! and then510
mode~crosses! is plotted as a function of the external vertical magnetic fie
Bz,ext .
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of the magnetic axis towards a more circular shape does
improve stability whenebpol@1. The likely cause of the
increase in the growth rate is the reduced stabilizing in
ence of the conducting wall. Figure 14~a! is a plot of the real
part of the pressure perturbation of then51 mode in the
equilibrium shown in Fig. 12. A corresponding plot of th
real part of then510 pressure perturbation is presented
Fig. 14~b!. As the magnetic axis moves inward in maj
radius, away from the conducting wall atR5R01aR , the
equilibrium gradients and the modes which form on the g
dients also move away from the wall. Thus, the stabiliz
influence of the conducting wall is reduced. Since t
n510 mode is more localized in space than then51 mode,
the influence of the wall on then510 mode is smaller than i
is on then51 mode. When the vertical magnetic field poin
upward rather than downward, the magnetic axis is mo
outward in major radius, closer to the conducting wall

FIG. 14. External vertical magnetic field — mode structure. Level conto
of the real part of the pressure perturbation in a negative shear equilib
with ebpol510.6 andBz,ext520.06 are plotted forn5 ~a! 1, and~b! 10.
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R5R01aR . As Bz,ext increases from zero to 0.01, the ma
netic axis moves fromR53.70 outward toR53.74. The
stability plot in Fig. 13 shows that the growth rate of th
modes decreases as the magnetic axis is moved closer t
wall.

VI. CONCLUSION

The MHD stability of high pressure tokamak equilibr
with ebpol.1 is not improved by reversing the central ma
netic shear and raising the safety factorq above two every-
where. At smallebpol!1, the equilibrium pressure is negl
gible and the dominant source of free energy is the grad
in the equilibrium current. Raisingq above two eliminates
the q52 rational surface from the plasma, and with it th
growingm52/n51 resistive kink~tearing! mode. However,
this improvement in MHD stability does not persist as t
equilibrium pressure increases andebpol approaches unity.
The physical concept of resonance at a rational magn
surface, so important in lowb tokamaks where the equilib
rium current is dominant, is no longer relevant when t
plasma pressure becomes much larger than the pressu
the poloidal magnetic field. Altering the current profile, a
with it the q-profile, does not affect MHD stability when
ebpol is no longer small.
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